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SALES TEAM WITH 200 + YEARS ELECTRIC MOTOR EXPERIENCE

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

THE MOST COMPLETE RANGE OF HVAC MOTORS IN STOCK

LARGE INVENTORY OF FACTORY DIRECT
VENTOR ASSEMBLIES

WE ARE MORE THAN JUST MOTORS…
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Industrial Electric Motors (Lebo) Ltd.
110, Ronald Drive

Montreal West, Quebec H4X 1M8
Tel: 514-485-3622

Fax: 514-485-9704
[Toll] 800-363-5739

Sales@Lebo.ca

Snowdon Approved Distributor
Tobin Everedy

1777 Woodward Drive
Ottawa, Ontario K2C 0P9

Tel: 613-226-6741 Fax: 613-226-8728
Sales@SnowdownHVAC.com 
Service@SnowdonHVAC.com

www.SnowdonHVAC.com

Snowdon Electric
7457 TransCanada

St. Laurent, Quebec H4T 1T3
Tel: 514-336-6867 Fax: 514-336-5581

[Toll] 800-349-0593
Sales@Lebo.com

Service@SnowdonHVAC.com
www.SnowdonHVAC.com

Snowdon HVAC Ontario
1750 Courtneypark Dr E., Unit #8

Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1W1
Tel: 905-670-4822 Fax: 905-670-4811

[Toll] 855-670-4822 [HVAC]
Sales@SnowdonHVAC.com

Service@SnowdonHVAC.com
www.SnowdonHVAC.com

Contact Us
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Dear Customer, 
As a second generation owner of LEBO Ltd and Snowdon Electric, I am proud and grateful 
for my family’s achievements, devoted to the current needs of my customers, excited for 
the future and what we will accomplish together as a team. 

    Founded in 1972 by Ted LeBlanc and Gerry Boyer, the
    brother in-laws had a vision to be the premier electric motor  
    shop in the Montreal Area. Gerry had the motor knowledge  
    and Ted the business know how, together they created
    Industrial Electric Motors (LEBO) Ltd.

    In 1993 LEBO was able to acquire their biggest customer  
    Snowdon Electric (which was founded in 1959), moving the  
    company into the wholesale market. Through steady growth 
year over year Snowdon/LEBO  have become the “De Facto” standard when it comes to 
OEM Direct replacement motors in the Eastern Canadian market. 

Today I feel it is the right time to take this strong history, trusted name, as well as strong 
business model and launch the “Snowdon LEBO Way” to the rest of the Canadian
marketplace. Currently serving 4 Locations with over 26,000 square feet of warehouse 
space in the Montreal, St-Laurent, Ottawa and the Greater Toronto Area, we continually 
stay true to our original promise; to deliver the best products and services –one customer 
at a time. 

Whether you are looking for exact replacement solutions, or require our expertise in
helping you find the right “Snowdon LEBO Build-up” you can count on us. Our aim is to act 
as an extension to your offerings to your valued customers, producing results that directly 
and positively impact on your business objectives. 

Our reputation speaks for itself and I will do everything to keep the family and business 
name in good standing for generations to come. 

We would like to thank our suppliers, patrons, and loyal customers. As well a heartfelt 
thank you to everyone who have supported us throughout the years, and welcome to 
everyone who is exploring the “Snowdon LEBO Way”.

Mitchell Timmons
President
Snowdon HVAC/Snowdon Electric/Industrial Electric Motors (LEBO) Ltd,

President’s Letter
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(905) 670-HVAC (4822) / (855) 670-HVAC (4822)
The choice is yours, either call directly:

to speak to one of our service specialists or take a picture of the plate and 
send it to service@snowdonhvac.com and within minutes you will have the 
answer to all the questions you are looking for. 

How is it mounted? What is the application? What type of motor is it? 
What ventilation does it have? How many speeds does it have? What is the 
direction of rotation? What is the shaft diameter? What is the diameter, 
frame size? What type of bearings does it have? Any other unique features?

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

WHAT IS THE FRAME SIZE?

WHAT IS THE VOLTAGE?

WHAT IS THE RPM?

WHAT IS THE HORSEPOWER?

WHAT IS OEM MAKE MODEL #

Part of Snowdon’s unique offering is our extensive CrossReference 
Guide. With more then 200+ years of HVAC motor knowledge our 
dedicated customer support team have built a detailed OEM cross 
reference guide supporting 50+ different Motor Manufacturers 
and 100 000’s of sku’s. But sometimes even the “motor specialist” 
need your help. When cross referencing any motor the following 
information will help us to help you in finding the specific solution to 
meet your exact needs. The following is a check list to ask yourself 
when searching for an OEM replacement solution.

SNOWDON APPROVED MOTOR SELECTION TIPS

Name Plate Training

SNOWDON
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Ted Le Blanc, one of the original
co-founders of Industrial Electric Motors 
(LEBO) LTD.

Ted has traversed great distances even as far 
as Africa, bringing solutions to clients where no 
one else could. Over the decades he has put his 
soul into the company, nurturing it and watching 
it grow in ways that not even he could imagine. 

In his time, Ted has even been a key part of the 
engineering team that helped design motors for 
CAE, Blanchard Ness, as well as many other 
companies, making it the perfect platform so 
that he can now pass on his legacy down to 
future generations (Mitch Timmons), where it 
continues flourish. 

Ted LeBlanc
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JUAN RAFFLES

is the Senior
Customer Service
Representative for 
Snowdon HVAC. With 
more than 5 years of 
HVAC wholesale 
experience, Juan has 
excelled in the electric 
motor industry and 
continues to develop 
within.  He is
recognized for his 
quick thinking and 
problem solving while 
also possessing a high 
degree of product 
knowledge. Juan is 
dedicated to our 
customers by
providing product 
information, resolving 
product and service 
challenges.

SCOTT FRASER

is the Business Development
Manager for Snowdon. Scott
has held various positions in 
the Information Technology 
sector over the past 25 
years. He is an effective 
relationship builder who
is highly regarded by 
customers for his ability to 
understand business issues 
and partner with them to 
develop strong
technology solutions.

FRANK FORMOSO

is the Branch Manager 
Co-owner for Snowdon 
HVAC, Frank has held 
various roles and titles in 
the HVAC wholesale
industry. He is recognized 
as one of the industries 
foremost experts in the 
field of e-motor application 
and usage with more than 
30 + years experience. He 
is known to his customers 
as “Frank the Motor guy”.

Toronto Team

SNOWDON

33

Showroom and Inventory
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The most complete range of HVAC electric motors.
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Benoit Presseau
is a Senior Customer 
Service Representative for 
Snowdon Montreal. With 30 
years experience he is 
recognised as one of the 
marketplaces foremost 
experts when it comes to 
HVAC motor application and 
usage. Benoit is a team 
leader with strong analytical 
and organizational skills who 
motivates and empowers 
peers to deliver and 
succeed.

Jesse Sleight
is a Senior Customer 
Service Representative 
for Snowdon Montreal.  
With over 5 years of 
HVAC wholesale
experience, he brings  
superior customer 
service, product
knowledge, quality focus, 
problem solving, market 
knowledge, conflict 
resolution, analyzing 
information,
multi-tasking and many 
other skills.

Stephane Bernier
is a Senior Customer Service 
Representative for Industrial 
Electric Motors (LEBO). With 
more than 25 years of 
e-motor experience, 
Stephane’s knowledge of 
motor solutions and
application experience are 
second to none. Stephane is
dedicated to providing
product and service
information, as well as 
resolving product and 
service challenges to all 
LEBO customers.

Phil Bruno

is a Senior Customer 
Service Representative 
and after 32 years, 
LEBO’s longest serving 
employee. His wealth of 
both product knowledge 
and industry
understanding are what 
differentiates LEBO 
from all other suppliers. 
His experience cannot 
be learned in a
classroom. 

Mitch Timmons
As the second generation
leader of Snowdon / LEBO 
Mitch brings more than 25 
years of hands on experience
to his customers. Born in a 
motor shop, his industry
knowledge and business 
success can truly be measured 
by the longevity and growth of 
both his companies, operating 
for more than 40+ years. 
Mitch’s vision and passion drives 
the next phase of Snowdon / 
LEBO as we move forward in
the many years to come.

Montreal Team
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Complete range of refrigeration
and HVAC electric motors.

SNOWDON
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Authorized Distributors
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Fasco motors and a large
inventory of factory direct ventor assemblies.

SNOWDON
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ASK US ABOUT OUR COMPLETE LINE OF ECM MOTORS.

ECM Motors

At Snowdon all of our e-Motor Manufacturers design and build their
solutions to provide and even exceed the functionality of the Original Motor. 

You paid the extra money for an OEM part, hoping that it was vastly better  
than an aftermarket part. Snowdon / Lebo’s manufacturing partners build  
the motors for the OEM’s as well as their replacement. Both are built to  
equal specifications. Each comes out of the same engineering, design and  
manufacturer’s facilities.  So you might be paying extra just for the name.

The biggest question when considering whether to use Original Equipment
Manufacturers parts vs Replacement Product Solutions is to strike a balance 
between cost and quality. Remember the motors we carry from our replacement 
motor manufactures are on many of the major HVAC brands of equipment already.

SNOWDON APPROVED PRODUCT SOLUTIONS VS OEM
OEM Direct

Snowdon
Page 03 Back v13

514.814.9474
www.TheSeriousMoonlight.com

The Serious Moonlight
Ivan Presser
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Complete line of electric motors, blowers, condensers,
evaporators, unit heaters, refrigeration and much more ...

SNOWDON

1616

Large inventory of
fuses 0.25 to 200 amps.
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Complete line of electric motors, blowers, condensers,
evaporators, unit heaters, refrigeration and much more ...

SNOWDON

1616

Large inventory of
fuses 0.25 to 200 amps.

SNOWDON

88

Complete line of Armstrong hot
water circulation parts.

SNOWDON

1515

Complete range of thermostats for heating,
air conditioning and heat pumps.

Snowdon
Page 02 Back v07

514.814.9474
www.TheSeriousMoonlight.com

The Serious Moonlight
Ivan Presser
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Authorized distributor for
Little Giant pumps and parts.

SNOWDON

1414

Complete line of thermostats, damper motors,
sensors, relays, modules, transformers and much more ...
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PULLEY B
DIAMETER

X 1.57

PULLEY A
DIAMETER

X 1.57

DISTANCE BETWEEN SHAFTS X2

    Pulley A X 1.57
+ Pulley B X 1.57
+  Distance between shafts X2
= Belt length

Belt length Formula

Quality Belts
A, AX, B, BX, 3L, 4L, 3VX, 5VX, always in stock.

SNOWDON

1313

Throwaway, pleats, pre-cut media and materials,
as well as MERV 8 and 10 in stock.
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SNOWDON

Fan Blades and Blower Wheels
Direct drive and belt drive in all diameters.

SNOWDON

1111

Fixed and adjustable pulleys, single or double groove
and a complete line of pillow blocks and bearings.

3/1611/817/83/411/165/81/23/85/161/4Conversion

1.191.1250.880.750.690.630.500.380.310.25Decimal Unit

15/16211/1627/1621/423/1625/817/1613/815/1611/41Conversion

1.25 1.31 1.38 1.44 1.63 2.19 2.25 2.44 2.69 2.94Decimal Unit

®
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air conditioning and heat pumps.
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Complete line of electric motors, blowers, condensers,
evaporators, unit heaters, refrigeration and much more ...

SNOWDON
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Large inventory of
fuses 0.25 to 200 amps.
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ASK US ABOUT OUR COMPLETE LINE OF ECM MOTORS.
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At Snowdon all of our e-Motor Manufacturers design and build their
solutions to provide and even exceed the functionality of the Original Motor. 

You paid the extra money for an OEM part, hoping that it was vastly better  
than an aftermarket part. Snowdon / Lebo’s manufacturing partners build  
the motors for the OEM’s as well as their replacement. Both are built to  
equal specifications. Each comes out of the same engineering, design and  
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Page 03 Back v13
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The Serious Moonlight
Ivan Presser
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The most complete range of HVAC electric motors.
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Benoit Presseau
is a Senior Customer 
Service Representative for 
Snowdon Montreal. With 30 
years experience he is 
recognised as one of the 
marketplaces foremost 
experts when it comes to 
HVAC motor application and 
usage. Benoit is a team 
leader with strong analytical 
and organizational skills who 
motivates and empowers 
peers to deliver and 
succeed.

Jesse Sleight
is a Senior Customer 
Service Representative 
for Snowdon Montreal.  
With over 5 years of 
HVAC wholesale
experience, he brings  
superior customer 
service, product
knowledge, quality focus, 
problem solving, market 
knowledge, conflict 
resolution, analyzing 
information,
multi-tasking and many 
other skills.

Stephane Bernier
is a Senior Customer Service 
Representative for Industrial 
Electric Motors (LEBO). With 
more than 25 years of 
e-motor experience, 
Stephane’s knowledge of 
motor solutions and
application experience are 
second to none. Stephane is
dedicated to providing
product and service
information, as well as 
resolving product and 
service challenges to all 
LEBO customers.

Phil Bruno

is a Senior Customer 
Service Representative 
and after 32 years, 
LEBO’s longest serving 
employee. His wealth of 
both product knowledge 
and industry
understanding are what 
differentiates LEBO 
from all other suppliers. 
His experience cannot 
be learned in a
classroom. 

Mitch Timmons
As the second generation
leader of Snowdon / LEBO 
Mitch brings more than 25 
years of hands on experience
to his customers. Born in a 
motor shop, his industry
knowledge and business 
success can truly be measured 
by the longevity and growth of 
both his companies, operating 
for more than 40+ years. 
Mitch’s vision and passion drives 
the next phase of Snowdon / 
LEBO as we move forward in
the many years to come.

Montreal Team
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JUAN RAFFLES

is the Senior
Customer Service
Representative for 
Snowdon HVAC. With 
more than 5 years of 
HVAC wholesale 
experience, Juan has 
excelled in the electric 
motor industry and 
continues to develop 
within.  He is
recognized for his 
quick thinking and 
problem solving while 
also possessing a high 
degree of product 
knowledge. Juan is 
dedicated to our 
customers by
providing product 
information, resolving 
product and service 
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SCOTT FRASER

is the Business Development
Manager for Snowdon. Scott
has held various positions in 
the Information Technology 
sector over the past 25 
years. He is an effective 
relationship builder who
is highly regarded by 
customers for his ability to 
understand business issues 
and partner with them to 
develop strong
technology solutions.

FRANK FORMOSO

is the Branch Manager 
Co-owner for Snowdon 
HVAC, Frank has held 
various roles and titles in 
the HVAC wholesale
industry. He is recognized 
as one of the industries 
foremost experts in the 
field of e-motor application 
and usage with more than 
30 + years experience. He 
is known to his customers 
as “Frank the Motor guy”.

Toronto Team
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(905) 670-HVAC (4822) / (855) 670-HVAC (4822)
The choice is yours, either call directly:

to speak to one of our service specialists or take a picture of the plate and 
send it to service@snowdonhvac.com and within minutes you will have the 
answer to all the questions you are looking for. 

How is it mounted? What is the application? What type of motor is it? 
What ventilation does it have? How many speeds does it have? What is the 
direction of rotation? What is the shaft diameter? What is the diameter, 
frame size? What type of bearings does it have? Any other unique features?

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

WHAT IS THE FRAME SIZE?

WHAT IS THE VOLTAGE?

WHAT IS THE RPM?

WHAT IS THE HORSEPOWER?

WHAT IS OEM MAKE MODEL #

Part of Snowdon’s unique offering is our extensive CrossReference 
Guide. With more then 200+ years of HVAC motor knowledge our 
dedicated customer support team have built a detailed OEM cross 
reference guide supporting 50+ different Motor Manufacturers 
and 100 000’s of sku’s. But sometimes even the “motor specialist” 
need your help. When cross referencing any motor the following 
information will help us to help you in finding the specific solution to 
meet your exact needs. The following is a check list to ask yourself 
when searching for an OEM replacement solution.

SNOWDON APPROVED MOTOR SELECTION TIPS

Name Plate Training

SNOWDON

2121

Ted Le Blanc, one of the original
co-founders of Industrial Electric Motors 
(LEBO) LTD.

Ted has traversed great distances even as far 
as Africa, bringing solutions to clients where no 
one else could. Over the decades he has put his 
soul into the company, nurturing it and watching 
it grow in ways that not even he could imagine. 

In his time, Ted has even been a key part of the 
engineering team that helped design motors for 
CAE, Blanchard Ness, as well as many other 
companies, making it the perfect platform so 
that he can now pass on his legacy down to 
future generations (Mitch Timmons), where it 
continues flourish. 

Ted LeBlanc
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Snowdon Approved Distributor
Tobin Everedy

1777 Woodward Drive
Ottawa, Ontario K2C 0P9

Tel: 613-226-6741 Fax: 613-226-8728
Sales@SnowdownHVAC.com 
Service@SnowdonHVAC.com

www.SnowdonHVAC.com

Snowdon Electric
7457 TransCanada

St. Laurent, Quebec H4T 1T3
Tel: 514-336-6867 Fax: 514-336-5581

[Toll] 800-349-0593
Sales@Lebo.com

Service@SnowdonHVAC.com
www.SnowdonHVAC.com

Snowdon HVAC Ontario
1750 Courtneypark Dr E., Unit #8

Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1W1
Tel: 905-670-4822 Fax: 905-670-4811

[Toll] 855-670-4822 [HVAC]
Sales@SnowdonHVAC.com

Service@SnowdonHVAC.com
www.SnowdonHVAC.com

Contact Us
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Dear Customer, 
As a second generation owner of LEBO Ltd and Snowdon Electric, I am proud and grateful 
for my family’s achievements, devoted to the current needs of my customers, excited for 
the future and what we will accomplish together as a team. 

    Founded in 1972 by Ted LeBlanc and Gerry Boyer, the
    brother in-laws had a vision to be the premier electric motor  
    shop in the Montreal Area. Gerry had the motor knowledge  
    and Ted the business know how, together they created
    Industrial Electric Motors (LEBO) Ltd.

    In 1993 LEBO was able to acquire their biggest customer  
    Snowdon Electric (which was founded in 1959), moving the  
    company into the wholesale market. Through steady growth 
year over year Snowdon/LEBO  have become the “De Facto” standard when it comes to 
OEM Direct replacement motors in the Eastern Canadian market. 

Today I feel it is the right time to take this strong history, trusted name, as well as strong 
business model and launch the “Snowdon LEBO Way” to the rest of the Canadian
marketplace. Currently serving 4 Locations with over 26,000 square feet of warehouse 
space in the Montreal, St-Laurent, Ottawa and the Greater Toronto Area, we continually 
stay true to our original promise; to deliver the best products and services –one customer 
at a time. 

Whether you are looking for exact replacement solutions, or require our expertise in
helping you find the right “Snowdon LEBO Build-up” you can count on us. Our aim is to act 
as an extension to your offerings to your valued customers, producing results that directly 
and positively impact on your business objectives. 

Our reputation speaks for itself and I will do everything to keep the family and business 
name in good standing for generations to come. 

We would like to thank our suppliers, patrons, and loyal customers. As well a heartfelt 
thank you to everyone who have supported us throughout the years, and welcome to 
everyone who is exploring the “Snowdon LEBO Way”.

Mitchell Timmons
President
Snowdon HVAC/Snowdon Electric/Industrial Electric Motors (LEBO) Ltd,

President’s Letter



WWW.SNOWDONHVAC.COM
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CANADA

SALES TEAM WITH 200 + YEARS ELECTRIC MOTOR EXPERIENCE

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

THE MOST COMPLETE RANGE OF HVAC MOTORS IN STOCK

LARGE INVENTORY OF FACTORY DIRECT
VENTOR ASSEMBLIES

WE ARE MORE THAN JUST MOTORS…

COMPLETE LINE OF  BELTS, PULLEYS, BEARINGS  FANS,
FILTERS AND ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS FROM WORLD CLASS SUPPLIERS

4 LOCATIONS TO SERVICE YOU BETTER

TORONTO OTTAWA (TOBIN EVEREDY) ST LAURENT MONTREAL (LEBO)

WWW.SNOWDONHVAC.COM

THE ONE STOP HVAC MOTOR SHOP
SINCE 1959

SNOWDON


